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Unleashing new revenue streams and
boosting digital confidence with CCAPS
As the world becomes ever-more connected and a wider range of services are provided
online, a seamless and robust connection is no longer sufficient. Connected customers also
need the assurance their connected experience will be as expected, and that they are protected
from the risks that continue to multiply as the digital environment becomes more complex.
Connected Customer Assurance & Protection Services (CCAPS) meet these requirements by
eliminating the gaps between current security applications, removing customer effort, and
providing unobtrusive but more effective protection for all devices, connections, personal
data and activities. CCAPS support digital confidence in the Work Anywhere, Connect
Everywhere era, while generating a long-term increase in CSPs’ ARPUs.

Unleashing new revenue streams and boosting digital confidence with CCAPS

CCAPS underpin the
“
connected experience and offer
immediate and achievable new
revenue that bridges the gap until
other promising services mature.
Teresa Cottam, Chief Analyst, Omnisperience
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ARPU

average revenue per user

CCAPS

connected customer assurance & protection services

CISO

chief information security officer

CPE

customer premises equipment (eg routers or media
boxes)
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Gig Economy
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LAN

local area network (the network inside a home or office)

WAN
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The Work Anywhere, Connect Everywhere paradigm obsoletes
legacy cybersecurity models
The COVID-19 crisis challenged businesses to rapidly
adapt and accelerate their digitalisation. They responded
well from a business continuity perspective. Workforces

motives have shifted. While criminality and
cyberterrorism persist, attacks are increasingly being
weaponised by nation states to further their own interests.

were rapidly relocated to work from home, new digital
tools were deployed, and networks coped.

These attacks are more organised, far better resourced
than those of the average cybercriminal, have a broader

Cyber criminals did not sit on their hands, however, but

scope and, as the Solar Winds attack demonstrated, their
motivation is more strategic than previous tactical attacks.

quickly capitalised on the gaps left by rapid change, the
fear and naïveté of ordinary workers, as well as the
opportunity afforded by cybersecurity teams being
depleted, stretched or redeployed to help ‘keep the lights
on’.

Johnson & Johnson’s CISO, Marene Allison, noted that
pharmaceutical firms were specifically targetted in 2020,
experiencing attacks “every single minute of every single
day”, by those seeking to steal vaccine know-how.

The result was a huge increase in phishing and

Such threats are not only serious but have finally

ransomware attacks, with the FBI reporting a 300%
increase in cybercrime in April 2020 alone. Worryingly,

obsoleted many assumptions that still underpin legacy
cybersecurity practices. These assumptions have led to

not only had there been a hasty implementation of new

structural problems within the industry and in our
approach to cybersecurity and urgently need rethinking

technologies with little opportunity to analyse any
vulnerabilities created but, as the FBI noted, attackers’

(see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Assumptions in legacy cybersecurity models challenged by the new mode of working and living
Provenance
Legacy
Developed to protect large enterprises, which were early targets of attacks
and which could afford to pay for the technology and expertise required to
protect themselves. Protection for other categories was far less developed
New Normal
Protection for individuals, households, smaller businesses and homeworkers is
improved. Cybersecurity business models evolve to make this protection
affordable
Type

Legacy
Had built-in concepts of who the attackers were, what they wanted and why.
This could be subtle: cybersecurity professionals frequently began by
assuming attackers were external and their motivation was to steal something
New Normal
The motivation of attackers has broadened. With the increase in nation state
involvement, attacks are better resourced, can be long-term and strategic
(rather than opportunistic) and have macro rather than micro aims
Approach
Legacy
Vendors delivered products providing siloed protection against specific
threats. Some solutions combatted multiple threats; no solution tackled
everything. This created gaps that could be exploited
New Normal
Solutions will broaden and offer wider protection. This will be fuelled by
development, M&A and partnership. Customers will expect vendors to solve
the problem of integration and holistic protection
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Mode
Legacy
Created for a centralised mode of working, with information kept in central
data stores and applications provided by IT. Workers, activities and
applications were known and could be checked, curated and controlled
New Normal
Work from Anywhere and the advent of the Gig Economy means work is
decentralised and outsourced on a task basis. Workers are potentially
unknown and transient. The work environment is unknown
Scope

Legacy
All the elements of the architecture - typically comprising a data store,
applications that used or processed data, and humans that processed or accessed
data – were understood. This created a boundary that could be protected
New Normal
The boundary between work and homelife has disappeared. Activities are highly
connected, highly interconnected and highly changeable. Cybersecurity will be
simultaneously effective and unobtrusive
Effort
Legacy
Required a high level of effort and expertise. Users were required to select
products or vendors, install, update, be educated and act in a cybersecure
manner
New Normal
Cybersecurity will be effortless. It will be deployed automatically, updated
unobtrusively but regularly, and proactively protect naïve individuals
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Why CSPs are ideally placed to deliver CCAPS

HOW CCAPS CLOSE THE
CYBERSECURITY GAPS

The unique knowledge and/or control of certain key
elements within the connected world make CSPs ideally
positioned to deliver CCAPS.
For example, they have control and/or in-depth

Gaps are one of the biggest challenges the cybersecurity world
currently faces, as each gap provides an opportunity for
attackers to exploit. Some of these gaps are well understood;
others have either emerged recently or become more
significant.

8 key assurance & protection gaps
•

•

The functional gap - between different cybersecurity
products that attackers can utilise
The domain gap between B2C and B2B cybersecurity
products now that home and worklife have blurred

•

The coverage gap that means certain locations, devices
and networks are protected and others are not

•

The knowledge gap about risks and threats

•

The expertise gap resulting from there being insufficient
skilled cybersecurity practitioners

•

The affordability gap which makes more sophisticated
technology unaffordable for small businesses and
households

•

•

The procrastination gap resulting from customers being
required to make an effort to install or update products
The performance gap which means the expected
connected performance is not delivered because the
network is compromised, or devices and applications are
not running optimally

How CCAPS close the gaps
Connected Customer Assurance and Protection Services

knowledge of wide area networks (WANs) and devices.
This enables them to assure quality of service (QoS);
intercept attacks while malware is still transiting the WAN
and before it reaches gateways, devices and local area
networks (LANs); and deploy automatic protection to any
device connected to their networks.
CSPs are well placed to secure customer premises
equipment (CPE) and thus the smart objects and devices
connected to the home network beyond the gateway. Their
knowledge of devices includes the ability to remotely
diagnose faults and thus, by extension, monitor for any
signs of misuse and fix any problems. In addition, Edge
computing processes data locally, reducing the risk of data
being intercepted or misused, and supporting assurance
by boosting performance.
One of the key issues that has emerged in 2020 is that the
complex chain of applications used to secure businesses
and public sector organisations mean it is hard to assign
responsibility for security. In contrast, CSPs are in a good
and trusted position to create and support a holistic
assurance & protection service that comes with an added
service wrap. CCAPS also reduce the number of supplier
and billing relationships for small businesses and
households and consolidate charges on one bill.

Benefits of CCAPS
•

Increased revenues - CSPs can quickly create a
lucrative new revenue stream that increases ARPU.

•

Indirect revenue boost - additional services can be
wrapped around the CCAPS offering and, when

(CCAPS) are a type of value-added service that Omnisperience
calls ‘network-plus’ services. Such services are closely related
to the CSPs’ knowledge and control of the network and are
supplied alongside network connectivity to add value to the
network experience.

customers feel more confident to connect, they’re
more likely to use more core and additional services.
•

performance help provide tangible differentiation
from rivals based on a high quality and trusted

CCAPS are delivered as an integral part of the connected

network experience. CCAPS are thus an important
element of differentiating a high-quality network.

experience, securing and assuring the connected lifestyle and
putting the customer at its heart rather than specific devices,
data stores or applications. CCAPS sit alongside enterprise
security products that secure the data and activities of large

•

complex businesses, to close the legacy cybersecurity gaps for
smaller businesses, homeworkers and households. They
provide holistic assurance & protection, close the gap between

Innovation support – by addressing safety
concerns, CCAPS remove key barriers to innovation
adoption – shortening time-to-revenue.

•

Encourages on-net activity - customers are more
likely to remain on a safe and high-quality network,

B2B and B2C services, and remove the requirement for
customer effort, knowledge or expertise.

increasing their consumption of on-net bandwidth
and CSPs’ customer visibility.
•
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Improved differentiation – increased safety and

Better customer experience and increased stickiness
– CCAPS meets customers’ expectations of safety

Omnisperience
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and performance, reducing
their inclination
churn.
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Connected customer assurance & protection services
provide digital confidence by protecting customers’
devices, connections, activities, applications, data,
identity and privacy wherever they are
What are CCAPS?
Connected customer assurance and protection (CCAP) services are cybersecurity services delivered through the network, as-aservice, providing holistic protection for connected customers. They are a hybridisation and evolution of B2C protection and
solutions traditionally aimed at small businesses.

What are their aims?
The aims of CCAPS are to provide better and affordable cybersecurity services by automatically protecting devices, connections,
activities, applications, data, identity and privacy as customers navigate the connected world.

What is their scope?
The scope of CCAPs is to protect individuals, households, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), micro-businesses,
nanobusinesses, and home workers. They sit alongside enterprise cybersecurity solutions and plug the gap between the smart
lifespace and smart workspace. They encompass the security, privacy and performance domains.

How are they delivered?
CCAPS are automatically delivered as a service through the network by the network service provider. They are a ‘network-plus’
service which provides a monetisable and differentiated element to a quality network experience.

How are they different to traditional cybersecurity solutions?
CCAPS differ from enterprise solutions in 4 key aspects: (1) they are effortless and fully automated (2) they are affordable for small
businesses, individuals and households (3) they are delivered by the network provider not a third-party vendor (4) they combine
the traditionally separate domains of cybersecurity, network assurance and privacy protection.

01 Home Safe

Protecting the home network and
everything and everyone connected to it

05 Performance Safe

CPE protection | IoT protection
Device protection | Home network
protection | DDoS protection | Privacy
Fault diagnostics & healing

Protecting QoE,
speed and performance

DDoS protection | Anti-spam
QoS protection | Fault detection
& management

04 Travel Safe

Protecting customers as they travel
between smart spaces.

Mobility | Roaming
Smart travel | Smart cars

02 Work & Life Safe
Connected Customer
Assurance & Protection
Service

Protecting work data & applications in the
Work Anywhere era. Protecting online activities
Network security | Policies
Device protection | Data security
Application security

03 People Safe

Protecting customers from harm
ID protection & verification | Anti-phishing Parental controls
Anti-fraud | Social engineering protection | Privacy protection
Content authentication | Safe browsing, communication
and interaction
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Business model for CCAPS

CSP BUSINESS MODEL
FOR PROVIDING CCAPS

CCAPS unlock and underpin significant additional revenue for
CSPs, as well as meeting customer expectations, providing
confidence in the connected world and helping differentiate
network services. In terms of direct revenue, however, how
much revenue should CSPs expect them to generate? As

CCAPS represent a significant opportunity for CSPs. Unlike
some of the new potential sources of revenue for the telecoms
industry, these services can be delivered today, are appealing
to customers and result in an immediate boost to ARPU.
CCAPS are delivered automatically with network connectivity,
making CSPs ideally placed to provide them. But how does the
business model for CCAPS work?

indicated, the substitution spend indicates that they should be
able to generate $1-3/£1-3/€1-3 per month in recurring
revenue. This is confirmed by the experience of CSPs that have
already rolled out basic CCAPS.
Research by Coleman Parkes found that consumers might be
willing to pay even more. Its research found 74% of APAC
consumers were willing to pay $4.81 per month for such
services; LATAM consumers $5.50; and US consumers $4.80.

Substitute spending
CCAPS substitute for existing standalone spend on B2C
cybersecurity products, but add extra value that B2C

(‘CSP Security Survey: Trends in the US, Japan and LATAM’,
September 2020)

cybersecurity vendors have struggled to add or articulate. The

But what proportion of customers can be expected to buy such

current price for B2C cybersecurity products indicates the
potential uplift for CSP offerings (see Figure 2).

services? Again, experience suggests it’s an attractive offer as
it simplifies consumers’ buying experience and isn’t costing

Although marketed as solutions incorporating more than one

them much extra money. When well-marketed, CSPs can
expect to see up to 50% take up in their customer base.

type of protection, such offers tend to be sold on the number
of devices protected. This complicates the sale for customers,
as they have to estimate how many licences to buy, and builds

As Figure 3 shows, CSPs could realise significant and highly
profitable new revenue streams from CCAPS. While the cost of

gaps into the service model, as there may very well be
additional devices within the household not covered by the

delivering these services is minimal, because they’re
delivered to existing customers out-of-the-network, it

offering. B2C products usually feature an ‘offer’ period, after
which the service renews at a higher price and usually

should be remembered that where a CSP is using third-party
software there will be an associated cost or revenue-sharing

requires a yearly licence to be purchased upfront. In addition,
exactly what’s included within the solution varies, with add-

agreement to account for. However, even if this is the case,

ons (such as VPNs) being charged in addition to the base price.

potential returns are still substantial when this model is
applied to the customer base of a large tier 0 or tier 1 CSP.

Evolving the business model
Figure 2 Pricing for B2C cybersecurity
Vendor

Low

High

Avast Premium

£34.99
1 device

N/A

£39.99
10 devices

Kaspersky
Total Security

£19.99
1 device

£29.99
5 devices

£39.99
10 devices

MacAfee Total
Protection

£29.99
1 device

£34.99
5 devices

£39.99
10 devices

Norton 360

£24.99
1 device

£24.99
5 devices

£44.99
10 devices

TotalAV
Total Security

N/A

N/A

£59.00
6 devices

Prices correct in January 2021
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Mid

Not all current solutions include all aspects of CCAPS across
the five centres of excellence outlined, providing scope to
widen the offering and increase the value delivered. CCAPS
can also be broadened into a differentiated QoS offer,
insurance can be added, or a fully managed service can be
provided for smart households (including fault detection and
repair, smart-object-as-a-service and so on).

Figure 3 CCAPS boost to ARPU, per year per 10m customers
Uptake
scenario

Increase in
ARPU €1

Increase in
ARPU €2

Increase in
ARPU €3

Low 10%

12 million

24 million

36 million

Mid 25%

30 million

60 million

90 million

High 50%

60 million

120 million

180 million
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Five Fresh Ideas
You Should Now Know
1
CCAPS offer the possibility of virtually instant
revenue with high margins. They also underpin
emerging revenue streams.

“

2

CCAPS are not just a killer
service, they’re a serial
killer service.
Teresa Cottam, Chief Analyst, Omnisperience

CSPs are uniquely placed to offer a holistic
assurance, performance and cybersecurity service,
taking household and SME revenue share from
third-party vendors.

3
CCAPS simplify the security proposition for small
businesses and households by combining assurance
and protection with network provision and enabling
them to pay monthly via a single bill.

4
CSPs do not need to self-develop these solutions
but can assemble the necessary components from
third-party vendors. They can reduce risk through
revenue-sharing arrangements with vendors.

5
CCAPS can be launched as a fairly straightforward
assurance and protection service and expanded to
include more features over time. Additional
elements to the service include insurance against
damage and downtime; fully managed smart home
services that detect and fix faults and provide smart
objects as-a-service; media verification &
protection.
Omnisperience 2021
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